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Introduction

System Calls

The release of TinyOS 2.0 two years ago was motivated
by the need for greater platform flexibility, improved robustness and reliability, and a move towards service oriented application development. Since this time, we have
seen the community embrace these efforts and add support
for additional hardware platforms (TinyNode, Iris, Shimmer, BtNode, IntelMote2), and new application level services (CTP[4], Deluge 2.0[3], FTSP[9], ICEM[5], printf,
TYMO, DIP[8], DRIP[7], ...). These enhancements are important in the progression of TinyOS as a whole, and have
resulted in several minor releases (i.e. TinyOS 2.0.1, 2.0.2).
TinyOS 2.1 is the next stage in the evolution of TinyOS; it
takes a step towards addressing the need for easier and more
robust application development. TinyOS 2.1 introduces a
number of significant enhancements to core TinyOS components and interfaces. The most notable features include
a fully preemptable application-level threads library known
as TOSThreads, and a runtime memory protection service
called Safe TinyOS. The former aims to ease writing eventdriven code while preserving the time-sensitive aspect of
TinyOS. The latter aims to make applications more robust
through memory safety checks.
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Figure 1. Overview of the basic TOSThreads architecture. The vertical line separates user-level code on the
left from kernel code on the right. Looping arrows indicate running threads, and the blocks in the middle of the
figure indicate API slots for making a system call.

synchronous (tasks) and asynchronous (interrupts). These
two contexts follow a strict priority scheme: asynchronous
code can preempt synchronous code but not vice-versa.
TOSThreads extends this concurrency model to provide a
third execution context in the form of user-level application
threads. Threads synchronize using standard synchronization primitives such as mutexes, semaphores, barriers, and
condition variables.
Figure 1 presents the basics of the TOSThreads architecture. Any number of application threads can run concurrently (barring memory constraints), making calls into a single higher priority TinyOS kernel thread through a customizable blocking system call API. Each blocking system call
invokes a particular TinyOS service, managing any necessary state across its underlying split-phase implementation.
One key feature of TOSThreads is its ability to easily extend this API to include additional TinyOS services. One
simply creates a thin shim layer of code (for which many
examples already exist) that sits on top of the desired service. Applications can be written against this API in either
nesC or standard ANSI-C, enabling developers with no prior
knowledge of TinyOS to quickly start writing TinyOS based
applications.
Preliminary results show that performing context
switches and system calls in TOSThreads introduce a
computation overhead of less than 0.92% on representative
sensing applications. Furthermore, TOSThreads has been
successfully used to reimplement existing sensor network
systems such as Tenet, as well as ease the development of

TOSThreads
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TOSThreads is a complete implementation of a fully preemptive application level threads library for TinyOS. It provides a natural extension to the existing TinyOS concurrency model, requiring only a few minor changes to the
TinyOS code base (as documented in [6]). In the existing
TinyOS concurrency model two execution contexts exist:
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language extensions for sensor network, such as Latte, a
JavaScript variant for motes. TOSThreads is also the basis
of TinyLD, a dynamic linker and loader for TinyOS. While
not ready for inclusion in TinyOS 2.1, TinyLD will soon be
used to dynamically deploy and execute TOSThreads based
applications at runtime.
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Forming an actionable hypothesis about why a sensor network is malfunctioning is difficult because many different
root causes have the same effect: nodes drop out of the network, reboot, and otherwise fail. One class of root causes—
pointer and array bugs, or memory safety violations—is particularly difficult because the typical consequence of a safety
bug is corrupted RAM.
TinyOS 2.1 applications can be optionally compiled in
safe mode where the Deputy compiler [1] is used to enforce
memory safety at runtime. In safe code, the programmer
must provide a few extra annotations describing bounds of
arrays and branches of unions. The Deputy compiler then
adds a safety check before each potentially unsafe operation;
failed checks jump to a fault handler. The source code location of the fault can be found by reading an error code from
the node’s LEDs and entering it into a tool. Safe TinyOS has
helped find previously unknown bugs as well as bugs that
were known to exist, but whose location was unknown.
Safe TinyOS permits safe code to be freely mixed with
unsafe code using new module-level nesC attributes @safe
and @unsafe, with unsafe being the default. The overheads
of safety are evaluated in [2].
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TinyOS 2.1 has numerous features and additions beyond
TOSThreads and memory safety. It adds two new platforms,
the IRIS from Crossbow, Inc., and SHIMMER, jointly developed by Harvard University and the Intel Corporation. It supports the Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP)
on most platforms [9]. The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP)
has been updated to use the state-of-the-art 4-bit link estimator [4], resulting in a 35% improvement in efficiency
over MultihopLQI. It includes a second dissemination protocol, DIP, which has smaller RAM requiremnts and can
scalably manage hundreds of dissemination values [8]. The
802.15.4 frame format has changed to be able to support
6lowpan networking [10] in future releases, and there is an
optional 802.15.4-compliant MAC layer implementation. Finally, TinyOS 2.1 includes numerous bug fixes, system improvements, and additional documentation.
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